Directions to Good Institute
LOCATION INFO
📍 Good Institute
E-10-4 (East Wing) Level 4, Subang Square, Jalan SS15/3B
Subang Jaya, 47500 Petaling Jaya, Selangor
If you are driving,
• 🚙 Waze: Please key in “Good Institute, SS15” as your
destination.• 🚗 Google Map: Subang Square, SS15/3B
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Which lift to use?
• ▪From the carpark basement, look for the
East Wing Lift (on right hand side)– near
pillar E1 and go up to level 4 to reach our
centre.
• ▪If you are on the ground level at Subang
Square, we are on the East Wing corner
unit facing the main entrance. You’ll find
a glass door (at the Ground floor of ELS
with the Good Institute signboard. Please
enter there and take the lift to level 4.
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Important Parking Info
• Parking within Subang Square
• [Parking rate is RM2.00 for the 1st hour or part thereof and RM1.50 for
subsequent hour(s) or part thereof. Parking is cashless (Touch & Go card
only)]
• Ground level parking lots – Park and walk to Pusat Bahasa ELS and enter
the glass doors as shown in the picture above. Please note that lifts do not
connect between the building blocks. So, you need to enter the correct lift.
• Basement parking lots– Head to level B2 or B3 for visitor lots. Park near the
E1 pillar and enter at these doors for the lift that leads directly to our unit
at 4th Floor. Please note that the lift from the basement will be closed at
night for security reasons. Therefore, please park on ground level if you are
visiting at night.
• Parking outside Subang Square
• On weekdays, ensure you use the parking coupons or the Smart Selangor
App (that you can download from google play store or apple app store).
Please ensure that you park in legal parking lots as your car may be
clamped or towed away otherwise.
• On weekend, we recommend that you park outside as parking lots outside
Subang Square is under MPSJ and it’s free of charge on weekends.
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LRT Directions
1. Once you’ve reach SS15 Lrt Station, Exit to
Gate B. You will find a banana leaf Restaurant
“B&B Curry House” opposite the lrt station.
Start walking from the restaurant.
2. Walk straight along the restaurants and shop
lots (Jalan SS15/4B) till you see Subang
Square. (Tall green and orange building). You
may need to walk until see Hong Leong Bank.
3. Once you are at the Hong Leong Bank, Enter
the shopping gallery and walk till you find a
glass door which leads to East Wing.
4. Enter the shopping gallery and walk straight
to the other end. East Wing will be on your
right side and you will find glass door with
the signboard of Good Institute.
5. Enter the shopping gallery and walk straight
to the other end. East Wing will be on your
right side and you will find glass door with
the signboard of Good Institute
6. Please enter and take lift to level 4

